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For the last 50 years, I’ve leapt 
‘ahead of my time’ (see my 1975 
selfie below), pioneering the new 

frontier of ‘inner space’—the ‘InnerNet’ 
at the heart of the Internet. But this last 
year, the times have caught up with me.  
The future of now has arrived! 

It’s Being Called... 
‘The Great Awakening’ 

         This ‘new normal’ is a paradigm 
shift—a reset of our world view. It is  
also known as a Dimensional Shift (4),  
or ‘General Enlightenment’ or simply,  
if you know your Bible, ‘Revelation.’  

It’s a global rEVOLUTION  
(emphasizing 90% of the word) 

1975 Easter Selfie:  
Egg Head in my Egg Rocker (5) 

As a visionary futurist who lectured at
Buckminster Fuller’s World Game 

Studies Workshop in 1974 (6)—followed 
a few months later with an address to 
ten agencies of Fed-Gov on Capitol Hill 
(7) —I’ve had five decades to ‘imagineer’
the optimal media, medical, and market

megatrends shaping Golden Age models 
of sovereignty and Global Holistic 
Healing (8). 
         There are, indeed, whole-system 
solutions to the divisive dialectic behind 
the present devolution of global civility. 
A New Common Sense is emerging with 
a revolution in higher consciousness  
that will finish—globally—what our  
U.S. Founders began locally: 

“Enlighten the people generally,  
and tyranny and oppressions of body  

and mind will vanish like evil spirits  
at the dawn of day.”  
~ Thomas Jefferson 

         Many have seen this coming— 
general enlightenment from the instant, 
everywhere, and interactive Internet. 
We’ve been a ‘global village’ in principle 
these last 33 years, and now the Family 
of Mankind is finally getting its act 
together as a whole, holistic and alto-
gether holy whole. 
         At this critical time for culturing 
social conscience in global social net-
works, there’s nothing more valuable 
than a Vision of Virtue and Valor for the 
Victory of communication tools and 
processes for ‘coming into unity’—real 
‘community’ in diversity—for all of ‘US’ 
as United Sovereigns of Earth. 
         This is the ‘Greater Reset’ that the 
‘lamestream media’ never talks about—
the END of the lockstep, highly central-
ized, one-way programming of the  
so-called ‘legacy media,’ as we know it.

         Interactive social media—Web 2.0 
platforms—have upgraded Freedoms of 
Speech, Press, Religion, and Assembly to 
the point where divisive disinformation 
and ‘dis-ease deception’ (i.e., fear porn)  
is seen for what it is—the death rattle of 
the current systemic dystopia. 
         The Next Big Thing in the comput-
er/Internet revolution will be Web 3.0 
platforms (9) with a universal interface 
for mass-to-mass interaction, which 
INvolves and Evolves our individual and 
collective ‘Conscience’—with a capital 
‘C’—as in Christ-like! 
         Those who are familiar with Biblical 
prophecies of a ‘Second Coming’ may 
now conceive and believe how collective 
Christ-like Consciousness can be 
achieved with Web 3.0 tools and 
processes that link the light to network 
Conscientious Common Sense. 
         That 5D ‘light’ is also known as 
‘Effective Sensory Perception’ (E.S.P.). 
There’s nothing ‘extra’ about it—when 
everyone’s got it. Get it? Good! :) 
         We’ve all suffered from the dark-
side, Deep State debacle that utilizes 
mass mind programming, using false 
flags and fake news. But rarely do we 
hear the good news of a future whereby 
open-source truth-telling empowers 
‘wisdom of the crowd’ (Collective 
Conscience) with high standards of kind-
ness—Aquarian love—among mankind. 

Genesis of The Great Awakening 

The Good News is that the Aquarian
Dispensation of ‘Light and Love’ IS 

First published June 10th at the 2021 Aquarian Spring Prelude (1) 
by Christopher Rudy, Wiki-bio here (2),  

host of BBS Radio’s Cosmic Love Show (3) podcast in it’s 13th year
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fore-ordained for this time. In it’s 25,920 year cycle, the 
Precession of the Equinoxes, our solar system has crossed the 
photon belt of the Galactic Plane (10) into Deep Space energies 
of Aquarius—a systemic, frequency shift that directly effects the 
morphegenic field of Earth—morphing the quantum field 
between one’s ears in the process! 
         The new normal we see evolving is the consciousness shift 
from 3D normalcy (linear, compartmentalized thinking) to 4D 
normalcy (non-linear, intuitive knowing) and finally, to a mature, 
5D normalcy as a synergy in the trinity of 3rd, 4th and 5th 
dimensionality in BALANCE: a ‘heart-coherent, unified field’ (11); 
which will set the 5D Gold Standard. 
 

UNITY CONSCIENCE—WE THE PEOPLE:  
Of, By and For All of ‘US’ as United Sovereigns 

—identifying with atONEment (12) 
as Atonement for ‘SIN’ (Stuck In Negativity)! 

 
         There has always been an inner alliance of lightworkers, 
indigoes, adepts, cultural creatives, and other enlightened souls 
who have woven the fabric of ‘normal’ with higher dimensional 
inspiration.  
 

“We did not weave the Web of Life; we are merely a strand 
 in it. Whatever we do to the web, we do to ourselves.”  

~ Chief Seattle  
 
         The Alliance of Light Servers is typically the 1–3%, whose 
sphere of influence is the 20% who do 80% of the networking in 
social networks. They are the ones being censored, blacklisted 
and disappeared by Big-Tech desperadoes, who have gone to 
the dark side of power, which is devoid of core Constitutional 
principles. In an Aquarian 5D environment, core principles and 
processes for culturing unity in community are more essential 
for ‘thrival’ than the non-values of manufactured divisiveness.  
         Harnessing the Power of Love (13) is a practical matter of 
linking the light of all the servitors of Light... qualifying and 
amplifying the Web of Light from InnerNet to Internet. 
 

“Man can harness the winds, waves and tides, but when  
he can harness the power of love, then for the second time 
 in the history of the world, man will have discovered fire.” 

~ Teihard de Chardin 
 
         In the cosmic scheme of things, this Aquarian 
‘Fire’ becomes the ‘New Normal.’ In the meantime,  
a 5D-prevailing awareness is naturally disruptive to 
3D ‘paradigm paralysis’ (stinking thinking), whose 
comfort zone and normalcy bias is ‘fear based’ (and 
faith challenged).  
         As Aquarian Light surges, the fear-driven Deep 
State naturally purges. It goes with the territory of 
the 5D frequency shift. Some are ascending in con-
sciousness with the higher Aquarian frequencies. 
Others are struggling more to wise up and rise up. 

         Just as Fearless Faith neutralizes faithless fear, so does the 
pre-ordained Power of Love naturally transmute and transcend 
the inordinate love of power. 
         This is how ‘We The People’ manifest the opportunity for  
freedom and global justice into the physical, and it will be on a 
scale that defines and refines Golden Age Civility. 
         The ‘energy veil’ (e-veil, i.e., evil) is thinning, and a new 
Unity Conscience is winning—matriculating the matrix of ‘Net 
Reality’ with the realization that ‘We are the Media.’ Like citizen 
journalist Tom Paine who sparked the American Revolution  
with Common Sense, we all can be independent co-creators 
and networkers of global rEVOLUTION now. The best way to 
predict the future is to create it with co-creative common sense 
in the public-global sphere—what is truly best for all.  
         All of this is now possible, as never before... including free,  
energy technology... advanced quantum-healing technology... 
and quantum computers for the coming Quantum Financial 
System (QFS). 
 

Quantum Shift in the Aquarian ‘Quantum Age’ 
         But first must come the pure intention to focus attention 
with sufficient love retention for conscious ascension in a higher 
dimension of Aquarian T.L.C. comprehension! Remember that 
technology is only as good as the values directing it. 
 

Big Love—for a Greater Reset—Heals All 
         So first, we’ve got to clean up our act as a Unified Field 
Global Community by upgrading to Web 3.0 interaction that is 
truly of, by and for ALL people. 
 

THE PLAN—MISSION—VISION: 
High-touch, 5D 'T.L.C.' (Heart Intelligence) goes 

 mainstream—our Humanity, directing high-tech, 
 Artificial Intel via the power of wisdom with love! 

 
         It’s END GAME for power-elite potentates who are ethical 
infants. The rise in Aquarian frequencies floats all boats high-
er—culturing the blueprint for a Golden Age of Light based on 
The Golden Rule, whereby universal love rules ‘US.’  
         So, TAKE HEART and keep in mind the First Principles of  
Net Freedom (14) at the heart of a free and open Internet!   n 
 

“The cause of America is in a great  
measure the cause of all mankind.  

We have it in our power to begin  
the world over again.” 

~ Thomas Paine, Common Sense, 1776 
 

Be the Love You Want to See! 
~ Christopher Rudy 

Footnotes: Access the separate  
blogposts via the hyperlinks at 
Heartcom.org/lightlink.htm
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